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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
Our client is SEB, a leading Nordic financial services group founded in 1856. SEB is serving
and advising 4.4 million customers in Nordics, Baltics, and Germany with a strong focus on
institutional and corporate clients.

Our case study is about the lending business, one of banks’ major areas of business. In
general, most loans will be paid back in time. However, there are also cases where customers
default, meaning they are unable to pay back parts or the full amount of the loan due to
financial distress. After customers default, there are two possible outcomes. They may
resolve their financial problems and continue with the payments, or they cannot resolve
the issues and go bankrupt. In the case of bankruptcy, banks may be able to recover the
remaining debt by selling collateral or from other possible sources, and the credit that is
not retrieved are written down as losses [10]. Credit losses can have serious impacts on the
bank’s business.

To protect their business from potential losses, banks estimate the probability for such events
and set aside capital to absorb losses (provisions). The International Accounting Standards
Board has issued International Financial Reporting Standard 9 – Financial Instruments
(IFRS9) which introduced the “expected credit loss” (ECL) framework on how banks should
recognize and provide for credit losses for financial statement reporting purposes. IFRS9
standard defines principles but gives freedom in choosing what models and approaches banks
use to estimate their losses. These estimates are then used to account for financial buffers
to protect the losses [15].

In general, expected credit losses are the weighted average of credit losses with the proba-
bility of default (PD) as the weight. For this project, we are focusing on the PD and will
not examine procedures in bankruptcy.

1.2 Motivation
Modeling credit losses is extremely important for the financial stability of the banking sector.
By having an estimate for the upcoming losses, banks are able to set aside enough capital
to absorb the losses. The importance of such buffers was shown during the financial crisis.
After the crisis, different regulations and standards have been implemented to control the
capital and provision requirements. In short, the requirements aim to ensure that the more
significant the risk a bank is exposed to, the more capital the bank needs to hold to safeguard
its solvency and overall economic stability.

Probability of default (PD) is one of the major components of credit loss estimation. Cur-
rently, one method used in SEB to estimate PDs is the Merton-Vasicek (MV) one-factor
model [11, 19]

PIT = Φ

[
Φ−1(TTC) +

√
ρZ

√
1− ρ

]
. (1)

The model estimates point-in-time (PIT) PD under certain economic circumstances by
considering three main elements:

• Through-the-cycle (TTC) idiosyncratic risk in neutral economic conditions
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• Systematic risk Z

• Sensitivity of the customer to the economical environment ρ

For certain sub-portfolios, SEB uses a single economic driver and a single sensitivity variable.
This means the model assumes that there is a way to measure the large-scale systematic
conditions applicable to the whole portfolio [8].

Although the above-mentioned method works "reasonably" in normal economic conditions,
the COVID-19 pandemic has created additional complications. Some sectors, such as leisure
and transportation, are having major difficulties due to government restrictions. On the
other hand, sectors such as technology, online retail, and utilities have experienced rising
demand, which has resulted in higher rating affirmations [6]. It has also been noted that the
size and rating are also factors as smaller firms with lower credit ratings are more affected by
economic downturn [1, 7]. Additionally, the government support measures are significant.
These highly segregated economic conditions pose challenges for the one-factor MV model,
in which there is no single systemic factor that explains the general economic conditions for
all sectors.

2 Objectives
Our task was to improve the existing Merton-Vasicek model to account for the differences
in sensitivities across sectors, rating, and size, as well as the impact from COVID-19 related
government supports.

Currently, the model is used to calculate the probability of default under certain economic
circumstances in a one-year horizon, and for certain portfolios, SEB is using the single eco-
nomic driver and a single sensitivity variable. Our focus is to find a way to implement
changes in the model to improve results during periods of changing correlations. Changes
will be explored on a level of economic environment, sectors, and credit quality of individ-
ual clients. We also seek to include indirectly the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and
government support on PD prediction.

Our main goals are the following:

• Calibrate of the MV model on a risk rating level

• Calibrate of the MV model on industry/sector level

• Calibrate of the multi-factor MV model

• Implement a framework for using multiple indicators to predict PD under different
economic scenarios both in normal condition and in adverse conditions such as the
current COVID-19 pandemic
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3 Literature Review
Modeling credit losses largely revolves around modeling the probability of default, which
is the probability that a loan defaults over some specified time horizon. This probability
usually comes in two types: (i) point-in-time (PIT) which describes the probability in the
standing state of the economy at that particular time, and (ii) through-the-cycle (TTC)
which is the average probability of default over a business cycle.

The general idea of PD modeling relies on using empirical data of observed credit ratings
and default rates together with variables on relevant economic conditions to fit a model.
The data is usually represented as a transition matrix that describes the evolution of credit
ratings at the beginning and at the end of a selected time period. The industry standard
for measuring creditworthiness is based on a discrete scale ranging from A to D where D
represents defaulted status. In addition, the tables usually involve a column for resolved
defaults and an exit column for loans that are fully paid.

Usually, the available data is limited because the number of companies in the portfolio
is usually limited. This means that the empirical data available is often sparse and the
grade-level observed default frequencies, referred to as ODF, are often non-monotonic.

Figure 2 in Section 4 showcases the irregularity of real-life portfolio data. However, the
general assumption is that for a suitably developed rating model based on carefully selected
risk factors, the associated PD curve describing the dependence of default rates with the
credit rating should be monotonic for economic reasons; that is, that a lesser credit rating
value correlates with a higher probability of the default state. Due to this, modeling PDs
involves smoothing the ODF to create a positive and monotonic PD curve. For this purpose
quasi moment matching (QMM) has been proposed in [18]. QMM aims to smooth the ODF
by utilizing a robust logistic curve

PD(x) = Pr(D|X = x) ≈ 1

1 + exp(α+ βΦ−1(FN (x)))
(2)

FN (x) =
Pr(X > x|N) + Pr(X ≥ x|N)

2
≈ Pr(X ≥ x|N), (3)

where x is a given rating, Φ−1 is the inverse of the normal cumulative probability distribu-
tion, and α and β are parameters to be optimized. The smoothed curve in Figure 1 should
match the ODF in marginal PD and accuracy ratio

AR = Pr(XD > XN )− Pr(XD < XN ) = 2Φ

(
µD − µN√

2σ

)
− 1.

XD, µD and XN , µN are random variables denoting continuous rating and mean ratings
given default and not default respectively,

XD ∼ N(µD, σ) (4)
XN ∼ N(µN , σ). (5)
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Figure 1: Smoothed ODF using quasi moment matching for an original sector (top), and an
aggregated sector (bottom).
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The single factor model currently used as a base case is in equation (1). A common approach
to utilizing it is to select a very general economic indicator such as GDP and use a static
sensitivity factor. However, it is easy to see how this approach can fail in complex economic
situations if used on a large portfolio. One economic indicator simply cannot explain be-
haviors of several different sectors that are subjected to very different economic conditions.
Because of this, it is likely that the solution is to incorporate a model which can consider
more economic indicators.

Literature on the MV framework shows that the single-factor MV model can be considered
a special case of the multi-factor MV model. Using the multi-factor approach, the predicted
PD at time t is

PDi,t = Φ

[
Φ−1(TTCi) +

√
ρiα

TZt√
1− ρi

]
, (6)

where α is the indicator weights vector. Zt is a vector of normal distributed systemic
indicators. With this model, we assume that with in a portfolio or sector, companies with
different ratings i have same indicator weights vector α [17].

While in the single factor case the systemic indicator Z represents the state of the economy
using an indicator such as GDP, the standard approach to multi-factor systemic indicators
using the sector level GDPs Zi representing the state of the economy in each sector. However,
we do not yet know what is the best sector level division, and information of very low-level
sector level GDP may be challenging to obtain. The focus on total production can also be
very problematic in the case of complex economic settings caused by the COVID pandemic
since GDP is an indicator with a very high level of aggregation. According to [3] where
the effect of macroeconomic factors was compared to corporate defaults and credit rating
transitions, somewhat promising indicators were related to industrial activity, consumer
sentiments, inflation, unemployment, and overall economic development including real GDP
growth.

It is also worth noting that the quality of the credit ratings have been questioned in the
literature. In particular, the ratings before the financial crisis has been questionable [4].
There appears to be a widespread agreement that the performance of the credit rating
agencies has been unreliable and that their ratings and downgrades played pivotal roles
in the global financial crisis and the European sovereign debt crisis [12]. The criticism
motivated by the financial crisis also induced new policies, regulations, and guidelines which
in turn has affected the methods and usage of credit ratings. It is thus possible that this
has also largely affected data so that there are disparities between the credit ratings before
and after the crisis.

4 Data
Data in this project was obtained from several sources: SEB and Global Credit Data (GCD)1
rating migration data, free access economic data from Eurostat and the Wharton Business
School database. Section 4.1 and 4.2 explain rating migration and economic indicators
respectively in more detail, Section 4.3 introduces steps taken to process raw data in our
experiments.

1https://www.globalcreditdata.org/
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4.1 Rating migration data
Original aggregated data was received from the SEB and it was subject to our NDAs with
the bank. Therefore, specific information of the data can not be explained in detail, and
part of the information, such as the relevant sector codes or the number of companies in
a specific rating level is hidden or the numbers are. The data included specific industry
groups, countries, number of customers, and rating transition during the given timeline.
Besides the original aggregated data from the SEB, we used the GCD as another source
for comparative data. The data from the GCD included parameters that fit well into our
case study. They provided specific industry classifications, countries, ratings from multiple
providers, and default information.

Code Industry
A Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry and Fishing
B Oil, Gas and Mining
C Manufacturing
D Electricity, Gas and Water Supply
E Construction
F Wholesale, Retail, and Services
G Transportation and Storage
H Finance and Insurance
I Real Estate, Rental and Leasing
J Public Administration and Defense
K Individual and Household
X Other

Table 1: Aggregated industry code

A custom industry code mapping shown in Table 1 was created so that data from SEB
and GCD can be used together. In addition, the mapping reduces the overall number of
industries thus alleviating the sparsity in the sector-segmented data.

Figure 2 shows a transition matrix obtained from a portfolio consisting of several company
sectors from an early stage of a economic cycle after the financial crisis. The T0 refers to
the credit rating at the beginning of the one-year period and T1 is the credit rating at the
end. Figure 3 shows the same but at a later time after the financial crisis. We observe that
the overall pattern remains similar, but a larger portion of the companies have the A rating.
The biggest difference is in the B rating: It seems that a lot of the companies from the C
to CCC-rated companies have moved to the single B rating. This indicates that the credit
ratings do not behave "linearly".

These graphs also highlight another major problem: The prevalence of defaults in the D
column is extremely low. Many of the columns are empty or the number of defaults is in
the single digits even though we combine several sectors and representing a large portfolio
of thousands of companies large companies for a single bank. This means that a massive
amount of default data is needed to make meaningful generalizations.

The empirical data also suggests that combining multiple company sectors or using too
large sectors can cause problems since the data is very non-smooth and there are large
disparities. It is also possible that the non-smooth behavior of the ratings is caused by not
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Figure 2: Transition matrix of a portfolio consisting of several company sectors from an
early stage of economic cycle after the financial crisis. The graph represents a large portfolio
consisting of thousands of companies.

Figure 3: Transition matrix of a portfolio consisting of several company sectors from a
mature stage of an economic cycle
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Figure 4: Transition matrix of a portfolio consisting of one company sector from a mature
stage of an economic cycle

having enough data, and if enough company data was observed in each sector, these sectors
as shown in Figures 2, 3 and 4 would also turn out smooth.

Figure 4 shows the transition matrix of a single large sector. We still see the strange division
between the A and B sectors. This can simply be explained by too general sector division. It
is important to highlight that the sector divisions have a lot of sub-categories. Here the "one
sector" refers to a large group of different sub-sectors. For example, the "manufacturing"
sector contains very different businesses such as the manufacturing of medical instruments
or the manufacturing of consumer electronics. It is hard to estimate how many sector
categories would be needed to accurately model economic conditions in each, but by looking
at how vastly different economic areas are combined in the largest categories of NACE
segmentation, it appears that sector division probably needs to contain tens of hundreds
of different sub-sectors to produce meaningful results. This of course further worsens the
problem with not having enough data: More data is needed to populate the matrix and
particularly the default column if each sector has its own transition matrix.

Another possible explanation for the graph is that credit ratings are not used in a systematic
way. For example, companies with A rating are much more likely to move to BBB+ rating
than the other B ratings. It is possible that some of the rating levels are simply used less
often and a change in credit rating occurs only due to major disruptions. By looking at the
data we also see there is a significant difference when comparing the low end of the A to
the high end of B.

To sum up the conclusions regarding data, we probably need to have more empirical credit
data than was was provided by SEB to produce meaningful to results.
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4.2 Indicators
To implement a multi-factor version of the model, we collected various macroeconomic indi-
cators from public sources. We used two main sources: The World Bank and Eurostat. The
purpose of these indicators is to extend the accuracy of the model over simple GDP as an
only macroeconomic indicator. Therefore, we selected multiple different indicators that can
be applied to separate countries in the data. Based on the research, macroeconomic indica-
tors were selected to represent overall economic activity and changes in the macroeconomic
state. For example, studies [3] examined the relationships between the effect of macroe-
conomic factors and to corporate defaults and credit rating transitions, mildly promising
indicators include industrial activity, consumer sentiments, inflation, unemployment, and
overall economic development including real GDP growth. Thus, we selected indicators
that represent these areas from multiple perspectives.

We have selected from the World Bank open data source consumers’ Final consumption
expenditure and gross domestic savings to represent consumer sentiments. Exports of goods
and services, changes in inventories, imports of goods and services, merchandise exports, net
trade in goods and services, and energy use to represent economic and industrial activity.
In addition, we have also used different unemployment measures (overall unemployment,
15-24 years old unemployment), GDP, GDP Growth, and inflation rate. The large dataset
from World Bank is represented in Table 2.

Finally, Table 3 shows example data of indicators in the smaller set with Eurostat main
macroeconomic measures for Finland from 2009 to 2019. Table 3 represents the annual
changes of the chosen indicators from Eurostat. We have added also public indicator public
consumption and real estate market indicator for housing prices to get better results in line
with the overall economic state of the country.

For most of the indicators, we had data available from 1990 to 2019. Data for 2020 was not
completely released yet. Therefore, it is important to notice that the effects of the current
COVID-19 pandemic may not be accurately represented in the data. However, previous
crises situations in observed countries are inside the data collection period representing
different unusual and high-risk time periods including the financial crisis and the 1990’s
depression. However, the systematic collection of public data is relatively new, many of the
indicators particularly in the Eurostat set are simply not available. Also, we can see data
disparities between non-EU country Norway when comparing to other Nordic countries.
Figure 5 shows how the columns become increasingly depopulated towards the 1990s. Due
to this, our data indicator selection was largely limited.

These indicators may not portray the best possible combination of indicators, since their
selection was affected by limitations such as the availability of such data for all of the
countries. The further we go back in history, it seems that not only the data becomes
more sparse, but the definition and collection methods may not be identical in all countries.
However, we expect that using these indicators we can beter illustrate improve function of
the multi-factor solution.

4.3 Data preprocessing
The data came from a few countries that are closely related. This was to ensure that
country-level economic indicators are more likely to have good correlations with the default
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Table 2: Large indicator set obtained from World Bank

Indicator Indicator
1 Trade in services (% of GDP) 26 Goods and services expense (% of expense)
2 Foreign direct investment, net outflows (% of

GDP)
27 Interest payments (% of revenue)

3 Current account balance (% of GDP) 28 Interest payments (% of expense)
4 Foreign direct investment, net inflows (% of

GDP)
29 Expense (% of GDP)

5 Domestic credit to private sector by banks
(% of GDP)

30 General government final consumption ex-
penditure (annual % growth)

6 Claims on central government (annual
growth as % of broad money)

31 Households and NPISHs Final consumption
expenditure (annual % growth)

7 Monetary Sector credit to private sector (%
GDP)

32 Households and NPISHs Final consumption
expenditure per capita growth (annual %)

8 Claims on private sector (annual growth as
% of broad money)

33 Final consumption expenditure (annual %
growth)

9 Broad money growth (annual %) 34 Gross national expenditure (% of GDP)
10 Consumer price index (2010 = 100) 35 Exports of goods and services (annual %

growth)
11 Inflation, consumer prices (annual %) 36 Gross fixed capital formation (annual %

growth)
12 Claims on central government, etc. (% GDP) 37 Gross capital formation (annual % growth)
13 Domestic credit to private sector (% of GDP) 38 Imports of goods and services (annual %

growth)
14 Net lending (+) / net borrowing (-) (% of

GDP)
39 External balance on goods and services (%

of GDP)
15 Social contributions (% of revenue) 40 Trade (% of GDP)
16 Revenue, excluding grants (% of GDP) 41 Inflation, GDP deflator (annual %)
17 Taxes on goods and services (% of revenue) 42 GDP growth (annual %)
18 Taxes on goods and services (% value added

of industry and services)
43 GDP per capita growth (annual %)

19 Customs and other import duties (% of tax
revenue)

44 Gross domestic savings (% of GDP)

20 Taxes on international trade (% of revenue) 45 Gross savings (% of GNI)
21 Other taxes (% of revenue) 46 Gross savings (% of GDP)
22 Tax revenue (% of GDP) 47 DEC alternative conversion factor (LCU per

US$)
23 Taxes on income, profits and capital gains

(% of revenue)
48 Official exchange rate (LCU per US$, period

average)
24 Taxes on income, profits and capital gains

(% of total taxes)
49 Real effective exchange rate index (2010 =

100)
25 Compensation of employees (% of expense) 50 Unemployment, total (% of total labor force)

(national estimate)
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Table 3: Selected economic indicators of Finland from 2011 to 2019

Indicator, R=Real 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
RGDP 2.5 -1.4 -0.9 -0.4 0.6 2.8 3.2 1.3 1.3
Private Consumption -2.6 -0.6 1.3 3 3.6 4 3.4 4.2 2.9
Public Consumption 1.9 -0.4 0.3 -1.8 -1 1.5 -1.1 1.1 0.1
RGF Capital Formation -15.1 -7.3 -5.8 3.9 4.9 6.4 8.5 2.9 3.6
R Exports -24 -2.9 -4.6 15.5 11 3.6 18.5 -2.8 2.2
R Imports -19.2 -10.5 -3.6 6.9 11.4 10.8 13.5 7.1 0.2
CPI 1.6 3.2 2.2 1.2 -0.2 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.1
Unemployment 7.8 7.7 8.2 8.7 9.4 8.8 8.6 7.4 6.7
Retail and Trade 2.7 1.6 -0.8 -0.9 0.4 1.5 3.1 2 2.6
Industrial Production 2 -2.2 -3.1 -1.8 -1 4.2 3.4 3.3 1.7
House Price 3.2 2.4 1.2 -0.4 0 0.8 1.6 1 1

rates. Moreover, we omitted time periods with the data sparse and few observed defaults.
Following the guidelines from SEB, we also removed transitions where there are changes in
sector, entrance, or exit (missing starting or ending rating). Ratings in the GCD dataset
were mapped to the custom rating of SEB to allow using both in our experiments. There
were mismatches in sector codes from the two datasets. Therefore, we aggregated some
of the sectors based on their NACE codes to form our own 12 industry codes in Table 1.
However, sector K was later removed as it is either missing or has very few data points in
both datasets.

Transition matrices for the calibration experiments are compiled from SEB and GCD data
and can contain rating migration in certain years, countries, and industries. At a higher level
of granularity, the data is usually more sparse, making calibration more prone to numerical
errors. To counteract this, we added ε1 = 10−10 to every element of the transition matrices
and ε2 = 10−4 to the row sum when calculating rating specific PD.

Aside from the conventionally used GDP growth (denoted in the Table 4 and 5 as ‘Single’),
we experimented with several other choices of indicators. As introduced in Section 4.2,
we had two sets of indicators. One was hand-selected indicators in Table 3 (denoted as
‘Small’), while the other 2 (denoted as ‘Large’) was only partially filtered to leave out the
most irrelevant indicators. For both indicator sets, the data spans several economic cycles,
as it is required that the indicators must be normalized to applied to the MV model

Z̄t =
Zt − µ(Z)

σ(Z)
.

For the larger set of indicators, we used principal component analysis (PCA) to reduce the
number of indicators that would be used to fit the MVmodel and make use of the correlations
between indicators (shown in the heatmap in Figure 6). We would use different numbers
of PCA components, ranging from 1 to 39, as indicators (denoted as ‘PCA-n-components’)
for each experiments. This sheds light on the effect of indicators on the performance of
the model, whether more indications would improve prediction performance or make fitting
more challenging.
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Figure 5: Country profile indicators available on Eurostat for Norway.

5 Methods
The aim of the MV model is to predict PD given historical observed default frequencies
ODFh. The general procedure for predicting PD with the MV model is as follows:

1. Compute the ODFTTC by averaging the historical ODFh

2. Calibrate the ρi and indicator weights αi of the MV model with ODFTTC

3. Smooth the ODFh using QMM if separate ρ value for each rating class is used

4. Remove the trend from ODFh by applying the MV model in reverse

5. Compute PDTTC by averaging the reversed MV ODFh

6. Apply MV model with the PDTTC and economic indicator Zt to get predictions for
PDt.

For our project, optimization was done using tools from the tensor-based computing package
PyTorch [13]. The procedures and technical details for calibrating the multi-factor MV
model and QMM smoother are in Section 5.1 and 5.2. The code for implementing QMM
and MV can also be found in the Appendices.

5.1 Merton Vasicek calibration
For our project, we implemented the multi-factor MV model introduced in Section 3. For
the MV model, economic indicators Z should be positively correlated to PD, which is not
always the case. Therefore, this condition was enforced for each indicator by multiplying
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Figure 6: Heatmap for the large set of indicators

the normalized Z̄ with the sign of its Pearson correlation coefficient

Z̄+ = sign[r(Z̄,ODFh)]Z̄.

This sign adjustment process was done for every set of transitions.

For α, we have the constraints αk ≥ 0 and
∑
α2
k = 1 for αTZt to have unit variance [16,

17]. In our implementation, the α is defined as the square root of the Softmax function of
raw weights w ∈ RK

αk =

√
ewk∑K
i=1 e

wi
.

The sensitivity parameterρ is initialized at 0.05 while w is initialized as a uniform vector
of 1. For the optimization of ρ and α, we used Adam optimizer [9] with separate learning
rates of 0.001 for α and 0.00001 for ρ. The objective function is the negative log-likelihood
loss (NLLL) over the time period T and across all rating i

NLLL = −
N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

[ODFi,tlog(PDi,t) + (1 - ODFi,t)log(1− PDi,t)] .

The optimal value for the loss function is achieved when the predictions are equal to the
observations PDi,t = ODFi,t. The actual NLLL-ρ curve during optimization can be seen in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: NLLL for the case of single ρ factor and economic indicator

5.2 Quasi moment matching calibration
The QMM smoothed PD curved is calibrated by optimizing α and β in Equation 2. The
procedure for QMM smoothing was implemented according to [18]:

1. From the given transition matrix, compute FN (x) for each rating class x as shown in
Equation 3

2. Compute accuracy ratio

AR =

k−1∑
x=1

P (X = x|N)P (X ≥ x+ 1|D)−
k∑
x=2

P (X = x|N)P (X ≤ x− 1|D). (7)

3. Calculate the terms

µ =
1

k

k∑
Φ−1(FN (xi))

τ = Var(Φ−1(FN (X)))0.5

c =
√

2Φ−1

(
AR + 1

2

)
σ2 =

τ2

1 + p(1− p)c2

µN = µ+ pσc

µD = µ− (1− p)σc,

where p is the observed marginal default rate.
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4. Initialize α and β as

α0 =
µ2
D − µ2

N

2σ2
+ log(

1− p
p

)

β0 =
µN − µD

σ2
.

5. Optimize α and β using Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.1. The loss function is
the mean square error between observed vector (ptrue,ARtrue) and the (pqmm,ARqmm)
obtained by recalculating PD(x) using Equation 2 and AR using Equation 7.

6. The smoothed PD for each rating grade is obtained using Equation 2.

5.3 Principal Component Analysis
Because we are aim to include a large set of parameters, many of our indicators are likely
correlated. This means there is a risk of overfitting. To counter this, we used Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) for dimensionality reduction. PCA is a multivariate technique
that analyzes a data matrix in which observations are described by several inter-correlated
quantitative dependent variables. We then change the basis of all of the vectors from our
random distributions to represent the data using new orthogonal variables called principal
components which maximize the variation along the axis. The components are ordered
by total variation along the new axis. Thus, PCA removes excess inter-correlation for
representing the most meaningful relations of the data with fewer variables. PCA has been
shown to be a robust method for avoiding overfitting and improving predictions in machine
learning models. [5]

6 Experiments
Each of our experiments was tested both with a single ρ – i.e. one factor for the whole
portfolio – and separate ρ – i.e. one factor for each rating class. In the case of separate ρ,
we consolidated the calculation for the whole portfolio by taking the weighted average of
the different rating classes with respect to their share in the whole portfolio.

The average performance of the MV model over the chosen time period was measured by
computing the root mean square error (RMSE) between the predicted PD and the ODF of
the given SEB portfolio over a number of periods

RMSE =

√∑T
t=1(PDt −ODFt)2

T
.

As the core objective of our project is improving the MV model, RMSE gives us a good
overview of the model performance. For more specific use-cases, other measures of perfor-
mance can be more appropriate.

6.1 Portfolio level calibration
At portfolio level calibration, we had two separate experiments. In the first experiment
(portfolio level - train), the whole migration data from the SEB portfolio was used to
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calibrate the MV model, which is the current practice. In the second experiment (portfolio
level - test), data from the last year was left out for testing purposes while the rest of the
data was used to calibrate the model. The result from the second experiment served as a
reference to determine whether the first setup overfits the data. Furthermore, leaving out
the latest year would also reflect the conditions in real applications where transitions of the
latest year are unknown, and only economic indicator predictions are available for predicting
future PD.

6.2 Sector level calibration

Figure 8: Dendrogram for sector clustering

At sector level, we produced the transition matrices and calibrated the MV model separately
for each sector or sector group using GCD data. The calibrated models would then be used
to compute the predicted PD for the SEB portfolio based on the respective sector weights
in the portfolio.

Two different groupings were used to calibrate the model in terms of market sectors. Those
include the sector breakdowns into a fully differentiated sector analysis (referred to as sector
level - 11 ) as shown in Table 1 and a grouped sector arrangement (referred to as sector level
- 4 )

Sector level - 11: (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F ) (G) (H) (I) (J) (X),

Sector level - 4: (A,C,E,G) (D,H, J) (B) (F, I,X),

where the parentheses encode the sector grouping. The more general grouping can be seen
in Figure 8 The second grouping was obtained with agglomerative hierarchical clustering
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[2] with ward distance implemented in the Scikit-learn package [14]. The features used for
clustering were the historical ODF of each sector. This aimed to cluster sectors that have the
most similar movement in ODF through the observation period. The larger sector groups
alleviates the issue with data sparsity that occurs when the data is segmented.

7 Results
Due to a small data sample, the model did not converge in some cases. These are shown as
blanks in the resultant data tables.

We start with the analysis of the results at portfolio level. The RMSE results for the
experiments are in Table 4. In the portfolio-train experiment, the best result for single ρ is
achieved with the single PCA component as the indicator. Multiple indicators yield worse
results overall compared to single and PCA-1. Also, the RMSE increases with the number
of PCA components in this case. On the other hand, fitting separate ρ for each rating
gave significantly more accurate results overall, with improvement to the RMSE when the
number of PCA components used is higher.

The results from the portfolio-test experiment are less clear-cut. All prediction RMSEs
in the test experiment are low compared to those of the train experiment RMSE. In the
single ρ test experiments, the results were mixed, with PCA of 1, 10, and all component
performed worse than the highlighted base case of single ρ and single GDP growth indicator
while PCA of 2, 5, and 20 components vastly outperform the base case. In the separate ρ
test experiment, the results were consistently better than or comparable to the base case,
with the best results from PCA-5 and PCA-20.

Indicators Portfolio level (train) Portfolio level (test)
Single ρ Separate ρ Single ρ Separate ρ

Single 0.00283 0.00139 0.00116 0.000500
Small 0.00329 0.000961 0.000325 0.00107
Large 0.00366 0.00110 - -
PCA-1 0.00248 - 0.00128 -
PCA-2 0.00356 0.00122 0.0000366 0.000785
PCA-5 0.00361 0.00110 0.0000421 0.000145
PCA-10 0.00363 0.000805 0.00232 0.001217
PCA-20 0.00375 0.000800 0.000180 0.000430
PCA-All 0.00384 0.000492 0.00227 0.00128

Table 4: RMSE of predicted PD with portfolio level calibration

For the sector level experiments, despite the more prevalent issue of convergence in the tests,
Table 5 shows that the RMSEs in both cases of 4 and 11 sectors are lower than the base case
of the portfolio-train experiment. The RMSE results at sector level are relatively consistent
with the PCA-2 and PCA-5 indicators giving the best overall results. We can also observe
that grouping the sector reduces the number of convergence failure but give slightly higher
RMSE. In both sector level experiments, separate ρ gave higher RMSE compared to single
ρ and were also more likely to fail to converge.
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Indicators Sector level - 11 Sector level - 4
Single ρ Separate ρ Single ρ Separate ρ

Single 0.00183 - 0.00191 0.00133
Small 0.00123 0.00106 0.00129 0.00140
Large - - - -
PCA-1 - - - -
PCA-2 0.00105 - 0.00109 0.00120
PCA-5 0.00103 0.00115 0.00109 0.00120
PCA-10 0.00116 0.00126 0.00124 0.00142
PCA-20 - 0.00186 0.00144 -
PCA-All - 0.00237 0.00143 -

Table 5: RMSE of predicted PD with sector level calibration

8 Discussion
Although the portfolio-test experiments yielded results significantly better than those of
the portfolio-train experiments, their main goal was to determine whether training on the
whole dataset overfits the model. From the results obtained, we can reasonably say that
it is unlikely that overfitting happens, and therefore, the portfolio-train results should be a
more reliable benchmark for the performance of the MV model under a variety of economic
conditions.

The experiments suggest that RMSEs improve with higher data granularity up to a certain
point. Both separate ρ and sector calibration gave better results than the conventional
portfolio level single ρ calibration. This confirms the original assumption that a single
ρ factor fails to capture how companies of different ratings and sectors react to different
economic indicators. By appropriately segmenting the migration data and apply the MV
model separately, more accurate PD prediction can be achieved.

Similarly, the use of more diverse economic indicators also improves the quality of PD
prediction. With a broader set of indicators, changes in PD can be more reliably predicted.
Also appropriately applying PCA on a large set of indicators gives comparable or better
results than a single or a few hand-selected indicators.

Lastly, although the results are incomplete, it has shown us that there appears to be a
trade-off between higher level granularity of the data (which can produce better results)
and the sparsity that occurs at that level of granularity. In theory, calibrating separate ρ
for different sectors would give the best result as the subset of companies of the same sector
and the same rating should react uniformly to the economic conditions. However, in reality,
the lack of data limits the capability to fully model the tendencies of companies at that level
of segmentation.

9 Conclusions and future direction
Our original main objective was to enhance the existing MV model of SEB to better work
with the challenging macro-economic environment under the COVID-19 pandemic. We have
successfully shown the flaws of the single factor model by examining the quality of the credit
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data and how it can be significantly improved by utilizing multiple indicators. While the
results are not perfect and there is probably room for improvement by focusing on better
data collection and data engineering, it is justified to claim that a large share of the bad
estimates given by the single factor model is based on too general systemic indicators and
poorly populated transition matrices and bad sector division. It is thus less likely that
the exaggerated default projections are mainly caused by government subsidies or other
supportive actions. While the government-induced restrictions have highly affected parts
of the service industry bringing the general economic indicators such as GDP down, such
systemic indicator does not explain the changes in a portfolio consisting of large corporate
and institutional loans well enough. By including more indicators such as government
spending or consumer index, we can create a more complete economic picture and improve
the prediction of PDs in uncertain times such as the COVID-19 pandemic.

In conclusion, it is easy to see why institutions such as GCD have been established. The
portfolios of individual banks simply are not comprehensive enough to make accurate model-
ing. The existing modeling frameworks are still functional for the current complex economic
environment, though they can be improved by better utilizing economic data and data en-
gineering methods such as PCA.

The results that we obtained can be improved in the future. Firstly, the calibration of
the MV model should be made to be more robust to limit or eliminate cases of failure to
converge. Secondly, to check for overfitting proper cross-validation should be carried out.
Moreover, grouping of ratings could also be done to limit the data sparsity in some cases.
Lastly, some hyperparameters such as the number of PCA components or the number of
sector clusters could be done to determine the best setting for calibrating PD.
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Appendices

A.1 Updated results
The results in Table 6 and 7 was updated with ρ factor parameterized as

ρi =
1

1 + e−wρi
.

The learning rate for −wρi is 0.01 with Adam optimizer. Furthermore, the portfolio level
test experiment was done with 5-fold cross-validation.

The new results show that there the model was likely overfitted in the case of Large and PCA-
All indicator sets. Despite this, fitting with an appropriate set of indicator and separately
for rating was shown to improve the quality of the calibration at portfolio level.

With these updated results, we can conclude that the best performing method for calibration
the MV model would be calibration on the sector level using a single ρ factor across all rating
and 2 to 10 PCA factors of a large indicator set. However, it should also be noted that these
results were produced using solely the SEB portfolio as the test data, and further tests
should be done to accurately assess the performance of the model.

Indicators Portfolio level (train) Portfolio level (test)
Single ρ Separate ρ Single ρ Separate ρ

Single 0.00283 0.00139 0.00266 0.00212
Small 0.00353 0.000983 0.00263 0.00173
Large 0.00374 0.00113 0.00403 0.00303
PCA-1 0.00248 0.00197 0.00223 0.00154
PCA-2 0.00356 0.00488 0.00183 0.00210
PCA-5 0.00361 0.00506 0.00206 0.00193
PCA-10 0.00364 0.000905 0.00275 0.00132
PCA-20 0.00380 0.00467 0.00352 0.00322
PCA-All 0.00385 0.000614 0.00262 0.00312

Table 6: RMSE of predicted PD with portfolio level calibration (updated).
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Indicators Sector level - 11 Sector level - 4
Single ρ Separate ρ Single ρ Separate ρ

Single 0.00183 0.00124 0.00191 0.00133
Small 0.00115 0.00111 0.00129 0.00140
Large 0.00135 0.00250 0.00140 0.00232
PCA-1 0.00235 0.00190 0.00243 0.00194
PCA-2 0.00105 0.00115 0.00109 0.00120
PCA-5 0.00103 0.00119 0.00109 0.00120
PCA-10 0.00114 0.00138 0.00124 0.00143
PCA-20 0.00145 0.00335 0.00144 0.00184
PCA-All 0.00149 0.00347 0.00141 0.00235

Table 7: RMSE of predicted PD with sector level calibration (updated).

A.2 Python codes

Listing 1: Merton-Vasicek model fitting code
1 class MertonVasicek(torch.nn.Module)
2 ’’’
3 Simple class for calibrating the rho factor for (multifactor)

Merton -Vasicek model
4
5 Attributes:
6 rho_dim: int
7 1 for the case of single factor for the whole portfolio ,

otherwise muber of ratings
8 z_dim: int
9 Number of indicators , 1 for single factor model

10 I: ndarray
11 Sign indicator for correlation between PD and

ZeroDivisionError
12 w: ndarray
13 Weights for indicators (weights will go throgh softmas

transformation so that they sum to 1)
14 rho: float or arraylike
15 Sensitivity factor
16 ’’’
17
18 def __init__(self , rho_dim , z_dim , I, rho0):
19 ’’’
20 Constructor for the class
21
22 Parameters:
23 rho_dim: int , required
24 z_dim: int , required
25 I: ndarray , required
26 rho0: float , required
27 initial value for rho in (0,1)
28 ’’’
29
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30 super(MertonVacisek , self).__init__ ()
31 self.rho_dim = rho_dim
32 self.z_dim = z_dim
33 self.I = IOError
34 self.w = torch.nn.Parameter(torch.ones(1, self.z_dim).double

())
35 self.rho = torch.nn.Parameter(torch.ones(1, self.rho_dim).

double () * rho0)
36
37 def forward(self , odf_ttc , z):
38 ’’’
39 Forward function for calculating PD
40
41 Parameters:
42 odf_ttc: arraylike , flat , required
43 Trough -the -cycle mean ODF or PD , float if dim = 1, array

of length dim otherwise
44 z: arraylike , ndarray , required
45 Economic indicators (see fit_mv function)
46 ’’’
47
48 # Transform numpy inputs to tensors
49 if not torch.is_tensor(odf_ttc):
50 odf_ttc = torch.tensor(odf_ttc.copy()).reshape (-1)
51 if not torch.is_tensor(z):
52 z = torch.tensor(z.copy()).reshape(-1, self.z_dim)
53
54 # Applying softmax to raw weights
55 w_n = torch.sqrt(torch.nn.functional.softmax(self.w, dim =1))
56
57 # MV , 10e-10 is added to the pd to make sure the opimization

process is more numerically stable
58 N = torch.distributions.normal.Normal (0,1)
59 pd = N.cdf((N.icdf(odf_ttc) + (z * w_n) @ self.I * torch.

sqrt(self.rho)) / torch.sqrt(1 - self.rho))
60
61 return pd
62
63 def get_rho(self):
64 return self.rho.detach ().numpy()
65
66 def get_weight(self , odf , z):
67 return torch.sqrt(torch.nn.functional.softmax(self.w, dim =1)

).detach ().numpy()
68
69 def get_pd_ttc(self , odf , z):
70 ’’’
71 Reverse function to eliminate Z factor from historic PD
72
73 Parameters:
74 odf: ndarray , required
75 Observed default frequency (smoothed by qmm in the case
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of separate rho)
76 Z: ndarray , required
77 ’’’
78
79 if not torch.is_tensor(odf):
80 odf = torch.tensor(odf.copy())
81 if not torch.is_tensor(z):
82 z = torch.tensor(z.copy()).reshape(-1, self.z_dim)
83
84 w_n = torch.sqrt(torch.nn.functional.softmax(self.w, dim =1))
85
86 N = torch.distributions.normal.Normal (0,1)
87 odf_trend_removed = N.cdf(N.icdf(odf) * torch.sqrt(1 - self.

rho) - (z * w_n) @ self.I * torch.sqrt(self.rho))
88
89 if self.rho_dim == 1:
90 pd_ttc = torch.mean(odf_trend_removed)
91 else:
92 pd_ttc = torch.mean(odf_trend_removed , axis =0)
93
94 return pd_ttc.detach ().numpy()
95
96
97 def nllloss(pd, odf):
98 ’’’
99 Negative loglikelihood loss

100
101 Parameters:
102 pd: ndarray , required
103 Predicted PD
104 odf: ndarray , required
105 Historical ODF
106 ’’’
107
108 if odf.ndim ==1:
109 pd = pd.reshape (-1)
110 loss = - torch.sum(odf * torch.log(pd) + (1- odf) * torch.log(1

- pd))
111 return loss
112
113
114 def fit_mv(transitions , z, rating_level_rho=False , rho0 =0.05, lr

=0.00001 , max_epochs =100000)
115 ’’’Function for fitting MV model
116
117 Parameters:
118 transitions: list , required
119 List of yearly transition matrices in chronological order
120 z: ndarray , required
121 Economic indicators , array of length N (years) for single

indicator , matrix of N (year) x M (indicators) for
multiple indicators
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122 rating_level_rho: bool , optional
123 Set to True to fit separate rho for each rating_level_rho
124 rho0: float , optional
125 Starting value for rho
126 lr: float , optional
127 Learning rate for rho
128 max_epochs: int , optional
129 Maximum number of training iterations
130 ’’’
131
132 #Setting inputs for MV (get dimension , and correlation sign for

Z factors , calculate historical ODF)
133 if z.ndem == 1:
134 z_dim = 1
135 z = z.reshape (-1,1)
136 else:
137 z_dim = z.shape [1]
138
139 if not rating_level_rho:
140 odf_h = np.array([ get_pd(m) for m in transitions ])
141 odf_ttc = np.mean(odf_h)
142 rho_dim = 1
143 I = torch.tensor(np.sign([np.corrcoef(z[:,i], odf_h)[0,1]

for i in range(z_dim)])).reshape (-1,1)
144 else:
145 odf_h = np.vstack ([ get_pdx(m) for m in transitions ])
146 odf_ttc = np.mean(odf_h , axis =0)
147 rho_dim = odf_ttc.shape [0]
148 I = torch.tensor(np.sign ([[np.corrcoef(odf_h[:,i], z[:,j])

[0,1] for i in range(rho_dim)] for j in range(z_dim)]))
149
150 # Historical ODFodf_h = torch.tensor(odf_h)
151 odf_h = torch.tensor(odf_h)
152
153 MV = MertonVasicek(rho_dim , z_dim , I, rho0)
154 MV.train ()
155
156 # Training
157 optimizer = torch.optim.Adam([{’params ’: MV.w ’lr ’:0.001} , {’

params ’: MV.rho}], lr=lr)
158 #lr_lambda = lambda x: np.exp(x * np.log(0,.1) /max_epochs)
159 #scheduler = torch.optim.lr_scheduler.LambdaLR(optimizer ,

lr_lambda)
160
161 epoch = 0
162 stop = Falseloss_prev = 10
163
164 while not stop:
165 epoch = epoch + 1
166 optimizer.zero_grad ()
167 pd = MV(odf_ttc , z)
168 loss = nllloss(pd , otf_h)
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169 loss.backward ()
170 optimizer.step()
171 #scheduler.step()
172 loss_current = loss.item()
173 stop = np.abs(loss_prev - loss_current) < 1e-10 * np.abs(

loss_prev) or epoch >= max_epochs
174 loss_prev = loss = current
175
176 return MV

Listing 2: QMM code
1 class Tasche(torch.nn.Module):
2 ’’’
3 Class for optimizing parameters (alpha and beta) for quasi

moment matching based on Tasche , 2013.
4 ’’’
5 def __init__(self , a_0 , b_0):
6 super(Tasche , self).__init__ ()
7 self.alpha = torch.nn.Parameter(torch.tensor(a_0))
8 self.beta = torch.nn.Parameter(torch.tensor(b_0))
9

10 def forward(self , px , fn_inv):
11 x = torch.tensor(fn_inv)
12 px = torch.tensor(px)
13
14 pdx = 1 / (1 + torch.exp(self.alpha + self.beta * x))
15 pd = torch.sum(pdx * px)
16 pxd = pdx * px / pd
17 pn = 1- pd
18 pnx = 1 - pdx
19 pxn = pnx * px / pn
20
21 ar = torch.sum(pxn[:-1] * torch.flip(torch.cumsum(torch.flip

(pxd[1:], [0]), dim=0), [0])) - torch.sum(pxn [1:] *
torch.cumsum(pxd[:-1], dim =0))

22
23 return torch.hstack ((pd, ar))
24
25 def qmm(m):
26 ’’’
27 Function for quasi moment matching. The formulation can be found

in Tasche , 2013.
28
29 Parameters:
30 m: ndarray
31 Transition matrix (count)
32
33 Return:
34 Smoothed PD vector (arraylike)
35 ’’’
36 px = get_px(m)
37 pd = get_pd(m)
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38 pn = 1 - pd
39
40 pdx = get_pdx(m)
41 pnx = 1 - pdx
42 pxn = 0 if pd == 0 else pdx * px / pi
43 pxn = 0 if pn == 0 else pnx * px / pn
44
45 # Accuracy ratio
46 ar = np.sum(pnx[:-1] * np.flip(np.cumsum(np.flip(pxd [1:])))) -

np.cumsum(pxd [: -1]))
47
48 fn = (2* np.flip(np.cumsum(np.flip(pxn))) - pxn) / 2
49 fn_inv = norm.ppf(fn)
50
51 mu = np.mean(fn_inv)
52 tau = np.std(fn_inv)
53 c = np.sqrt (2) * norm.pff((ar + 1) / 2)
54 sigma = np.sqrt((tau ** 2) / (1+ pd * pn * c ** 2))
55 mu_n = mu + pd * sigma * c
56 mu_d = mu - pn * sigma * c
57 alpha_0 = (mu_d ** 2 -mu_n ** 2) / (2 * sigma ** 2) + np.log(pn

/ pd)
58 beta_0 = (mu_n - mu_d) / sigma **2
59
60 tasche_smoother = Tasche(alpha_0 , beta_0)
61
62 mse = torch.nn.MSELoss ()
63 optimizer = torch.optim.Adam(tasche_smoother.parameters (), lr

=0.1)
64 epoch = 0
65 stop = false
66 loss_prev = 0
67
68 while not stop:
69 epoch = epoch + 1
70 optimizer.zero_grad ()
71 res = tasche_smoother(px, fn_inv)
72 loss = mse(torch.tensor ([pd, ar]), res)
73 loss.backward ()
74 optimizer.step()
75 loss_current = loss.item()
76 stop = np.abs(loss_prev - loss_current) < 1e-10 * np.abs(

loss_prev) or epoch >= 10000
77 loss_prev = loss_current
78
79 alpha = tasche_smoother.alpha.item()
80 beta = tasche_smoother.beta.item()
81
82 return 1 / (1 + np.exp(alpha + beta * fn_inv))
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Self Assessment

Project progress
Scope Although there were major delays to the plans, it was executed on time for the
delivery of the final result. Although the scope of the project has changed from the original,
the broadest objective, which is to find ways to improve the original MV model. The biggest
deviation from the original objective would be that instead of explicitly includes COVID-19
and government support measure metrics, a broad set of economic indicators was employed.
We believe that this can better as those indicators should work for normal economic scenarios
as well as unusual events like depressions or pandemics. It should also be mentioned that
we were only provided data up to 2019, which does not cover the pandemic. However, it
should also be a simple matter to extend the analysis if given the new data for 2020.

Risks The late data delivery was the most severe as highlighted in the interim report.
Technical difficulties have also occurred, but fortunately, was dealt with in a timely manner.

Schedule and Execution With the aforementioned delay, much of the plan was actu-
ally executed in the last period. However, the preparation the first two periods helped us
complete the project on time.

Workload The workload was reasonable but should be more evenly distributed over the
three periods.

Success and failings
Success The project achieved its objective of improving the MV model. It also opened up
several directions through which future works can explore.

Failings The biggest unresolved issue of the implemented model is its failure to converge
when the data is sparse or the sensitivity is very low. One way this can be solved is to
parameterize the ρ factor similarly to the sector weights α. Unfortunately, this was realized
too late and we cannot feasibly rerun the experiments in time.

Takeaways
Team Communication could have been better and more assertive. We should have set up
clearer goals and deadlines to follow.

Teaching staff and client organization We think that it would be better if a dataset or
open data source is ready at the inception of the project.
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